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IHTRC0OCTIOE

The purpose of this study is to detemine the influ-

ence that changes in the butterfat price-feed cost ratio

bare upon the production and price of Kansas butter.

As an illustration of possible relation, in : eptember

and October 1931 the price of butter was high in relation

to feed costs, being 23 and 38 per cent respectively, a-

bove the average for those months. Butter production

showed a decided increase over normal about two months

later or in November and December, being 18 per oent above

normal in Noveaber and 40 per cent above normal in Peo«B-

tor.

This study is an attempt to establish a relationship

between the increased production and the high butterfat-

feed cost ratio as in the example cited above and other

similar oases during the past decade.

To general farmers and dairymen, the results of this

study should be of practical value in formulating present

and future plar.s. Local conditions will affect their

ultimate decisions but knowing in general the reaction of

producers to a certain feed cost ratio should aid in de-

ciding their own procedure. The average butterfat price-

feed cost ratio discussed later should also afford a basis

from which the producer can plan his feeding or concen-



trates.

The value of such a study has been indicated by the

reports of the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates,

Bureau of Agricultural Economies, United States Department

of Agriculture, in the publication, Kilk Production Trends.

In this report feed prices are discussed from the

standpoints of possible production, prices and quality of

butterfat. In the past, comparisons were made and produc-

tion forecasted from studies of pasture conditions. More

and more consideration is being given to the effect of a-

vailable grains and grain prices on present production and

farmers intention in regard to oows on hand and numbers of

heifers being kept for future production.

The September 1921 issue of Milk Production Trends

states, "The number of milk cows on September 1 appears to

be fully 3.6 per cent above the number on hand last year.

The heavier culling reported as intended this fall has not

yet materialized, and the recent ohanges in the price of

butter and prioe of feed have probably caused some farmers

to change their plans in regard to reducing their herds**.

1. Milk Production Trends.
Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates,
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A.
aptember 22, 1921, page 1.



Another quotation indicating the belief that fanners

are using the relative position of foed price and butter-

fat prices as important factors in their production plans

appeared in the October 1951 issue of Milk Production

Trends,

"The plans of farmers in regard to increasing their

herds appear to have been materially changed by the drop

in feed prices and the increase in the price of butter.

October reports from dairy correspondents show a nearly

universal tendency to keep more milk oows^1
*

These statements are supported by figures to substan-

tiate them. Other indications of the value of establishing

the relationship between butterfat price and feed costs

have presented themselves in other phases of the forecast-

ing work of the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates.

Realizing that there are a great number of factors

which cause fluctuations in prise and production of butter

it would be beyond the scope of this thesis to consider

them. This study, therefore, does not attempt to explain

all factors influencing production and price of Kansas but-

ter, but is an attempt to determine the effect of the but-

2. Milk Production Trends.
Division of Crop and Livestock ,

Bureau of Agricultural isfcoaomies, U.S.D.A.
October 24, 1951, page 1.



terfat price-feed cost ratio on the production and price of

Kansas butter.

The relationship shown or the degree of regularity

with which the butterfat price-feed oost ratio follows the

cycles of production and of price should be indicative of

its relation to them. An attempt has been made to deter-

mine the point, in the butterfat price-feed oost ratio, at

which production will begin to decline or increase, due

presumably to the trend of the existing ratio. A study of

the trends of production and price of Kansas butter as

compared to the trends of the butterfat price-feed cost

ratio should find application in proving or disproving the

influence of the ratio upon the production and price of

Kansas butter.

As Kansas is not primarily a dairy stats it is to be

expected that her production will be influenced more in

periods of low feed costs than would be true of strictly

dairy sections. Vhea feed costs go up Kansas farmers tend

to decrease their milk production, except in the intensive

fluid milk districts, and sell grains for cash or feed

them to other classes of livestook. In periods of low

cash income from grain sales the reverse seems to be true,

that is, they increase their milk production.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Souroes of Materials for the Study

The butterfat price-feed cost ratio used in this

study was computed by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics,

Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates, and published in

Statistical Supplement to Milk Production Trends, issued

November 1931.

The choice of corercodities used in preparation of this

ratio was necessarily limited to those for which the

prices actually paid by farmers were known or could be cal-

culated with a fair degree of accuracy. The butterfat

price used was calculated by mont s from the wholesale

prices of various grades of creamery butter and the prices



received by farmers for farm butter as reported by special

dairy correspondents. It was assumed that a typical ration

would include about four parts by weight of corn, two of

oats, two of bran, one of cottonseed meal and one of what-

ever grain (oorn, wheat, oats, barley, or bran) was cheap-

est per pound at the time. This ration was based largely

on data available as to the quantities of the major feed

stuffs which are annually fed to dairy cattle. Figure*

from several thousand farms reporting the amounts of dif-

ferent feeds being fed to milk cows on October 1, 1931

were also considsred. All prices of feed grains and mill

feeds were converted to comparable prices per pound. The

prices used for feed grains were the United states averages

of prices reported as being paid to producers on the fif-

teenth of each month. For bran and cottonseed meal the

monthly reports on prices paid by farmers were used where

available. Where only quarterly prices were collected

monthly prices were interpolated, with allowance for

changes in wholesale prices.

Hone of these prices strictly represent the value of

grain being fed by butterfat producers but the average for

September, October and November, 1931 appear to reasonably

be close to the value of feed on October 1 as reported by

special dairy correspondents in states marketing butterfat.

The average prices in sections selling butterfat are not



known but combining the average values of feed reported

from the principal butterfat producing states gives a

weighted October 1 average for these states of 63 cents per

100 pounds which was thirteen cents below the average of

all reports from dairymen in the United states.

Butter production figures were secured from the United
,

States Department of agriculture Yearbooks , and from the

Monthly Reports of Butter 1 reduction • Figures on the milk

production per cow were taken from the Wisconsin Dairying

5
Publication No. 120, State Board of Agriculture, Wisconsin •

The number of cows and heifers kept for milk production for

various years were secured from United States Yearbooks of

Agriculture • Prices of butterfat at Kansas cream sta-

tions were taken from the Dairy Drovers Telegram of Kansas

3. U.S.D.A. Yearbook, Ittt .

4. Monthly Estimate of Cream ry Butter ; roduction.
Bureau of Agricultural isoonomios, U.S.D.A.
Market News Service, Washington, D. C.

5. Wisconsin Dairying Bulletin No. ISO.
by

waiter R. Sbling, Agricultural Statistiean,
Samuel J. Gilbert, Assistant stican,
Gilbert T. Gustafson, Junior statistiean,
Wisconsin crop and Livestock Reporting Service.

6. U.S.D.A. Yearbook, 1920.
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City7 . Prices of butter at Chicago were taken from the

Drovers Journal, Yearbook of Figures, Chicago.

,.
:»r information from Milk Production Trends, United

States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural

9
Itlimsjlii . Division of Crop and Livestcc

METHOD OF PR0CBW3RI

The butterfat price-feed cost ratio was used as the

basis for all eomparisons mad e objectives of this

study were, using this ratio as a base, to determine its

influence on Kansas butter production, and on the price

received by producers.

Some of the comparisons made were: ratio with Kansas

butter production; ratio with milk production per cow;

using actual pounds; using actual in per cent of average

for the period and actual in per cent of normal. The com-

parisons were Bade currently, that is, the ratio for saeh

month with the production for the same month, also

7. Kansas City Daily Drovers Telegram*
Published by the Drovers Telegram Company.

6. Drovers Journal, Yearbook of Figures, 1930.
Published by the Chicago Daily Drovers Journal,

9. Milk Production Tren
United States Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Agricultural Economics
Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates.
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ing the ratio for eaoli month with production one month and

two months later. The ratio was eomparsd with prices of

butterfat as reported from local cream stations in Kansas.

Mathematical correlations were calculated between the

ratio and butter production and also between the ratio and

ciilk produced per cow.

Other relations were envolved by noting number of

times ratio and price moved together from month to month,

and times they mowed in opposition to each other, and at

what period or periods of the year the greatest correlation

occurs. These have given some possible reasons or expla-

nations for suoh variations.

WBTOM OF LITSBATU81

Literature related to this study is limited. Dairy

forecasting is comparatively new and especially foreoasts

based on such factors as are used in this study. Publica-

tions such as Milk Production Trends, published by the

division of crop and Livestock estimates, Washington, D. C,

have in the past, largely limited their work to reports of

current happenings.

Intensive studies have bees made of the affect of the

corn-hog ratio on the production of swine for a number of

years. The basis of this ratio is ^uite similar to the
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butterfat price-feed cost ratio studied in this work.

Another interesting study sinilar to this was reported

in the February 1U32 issue cf Farm Lconomies published by

Cornell University10 .

It was an attempt to establish a relationship between

egg price-feod cost rctio and number of hens and pullets on

band. This study was based on numbers reported on October

1 of eaok year since 1924. T ..ber of poultry was lag-

ged one year behind the ratio. An almost perfect relation

was found, indicating the importance of the position of the

ratio on farmers plans for i.azt years poultry produc-

tion.

*bs basis of these studies were the product price and

the feed costs, using whatever feed was most important, in

the production of the product.

The relationships established in these studies have

proved to be of economic value to producers.

It is probable that the relationships established fro*

a study of butterfat price-feed costs to the price and pro-

10. Ifcrm Economics,
of Agricultural Economics and

York State College of Agriculture
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, No. 74
Iwtettary 1932, page 1056.
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auction of "butter should be of similar value to dairy

farmers.

These studies are not related to this study out are

similar in nature and therefore interesting in comparison,

COMPARISON OF BUTTER PRODUCTION IH KANSAS TO BUTTER-

FAT FRICE-FF". • T RATIO

Table 1 shows the ratio of butterfat price to pound*

of typical dairy ration since 1910 by months. The total

and the average for each month for the twenty-two years,

1910 to 1931, and a grand average of 24 pounds of ration

for one pound of butterfat for the 264 months.

This average of 24 pounds of ration for one pound of

butterfat cannot be said to be tue point at which a dairy-

men ean profitably feed grain to his dairy cows but some)

where around this figure will be the point at which it will

become one of the more important factors influencing his

profits or losses.

A study of this table shows the seasonal influence of

prioe and production on the ratio or pounds of feed a

pound of butterfat will buy. Being ^uite high 1 to 26.1

in January and falling off »iuite rapidly to a low of 1 to

20.4 in June, followed by a slow, steady increase during

the fall months, reaching a high in De*em*er of 1 to 27.8.
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An index of butter production was computed for the

period of 1921 to 1931 (Table TI). Using the normal of

this period as a base or 100 per cent, the actual produc-

tion was expressed in par cent of the normal production.

This butter production index and the butterfat price-feed

oost ratio were compared by three month periods, fbm gen-

eral relationship shown over this eleven year period i»

close. The trend of one factor comparing :uite olosely to

the trend of the other. The cycles in the production in-

dex and butterfat price-feed oost ratio seem to be rather

short, being mainly about nine months in duration. This

cycle appears quite regular with the months averaged in

quarterly periods.

During the post war period 1921 to 1923 butter pro-

duction fluctuated markedly with no very great changes in

the total amounts produced and also during these three

years there was a quite favorable butterfat price-feed

cost ratio. That is, the price of feeds were much lower

in relation to the price of butt^r^at than for the aver-

age of the eleven year period.

The relationship existing from 1925 through 1930 is

very marked, although being combined into quarterly per-

iods the breaks do not coincide as well as might be ex-

pected. There are periods when the production declined

even though the ratio was becoming more favorable. (Fig*
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ure I). These inconsistencies may be attributed to other

factors of major importance suoh as the pereipitation for a

given period.

For example, by the middle of 1924 the butterfat price-

feed cost ratio was beooming more favorable, yet the pro-

duction continued to decline thraagtumt the remainder of

the year and was still low in the early part of 1925.

Pasture conditions are always an important factor in

milk production and rainfall certainly is a factor which

determines pasture conditions to a large extent* The per-

eipitation for the year 1924 was 2.76 inches below normal

and a large part of this decrease came in the months when

pasture was most in need of rain. Hay was 1.91 inches be-

low normal and June 2.75 below. July and August were about

average but the fall months, September, October, and Novem-

ber, were ach about one inch below normal. These were the

conditions in the middle division of the state. Similar

conditions existed in the eastern division with May and

June especially dry. This affected the late fall and early

winter production beoause when a cow f s production has fallen

down it is difficult to bring back, even with the best of

feeding, until the next lactation period. The same data

were oharted, that is, butter production in per cent actual

of normal and butter price-feed cost ratio by months. A.-

gain the period 1921 to middle of 1924 did not show the



Table III. Monthly Index of Butterfat Price-
Feed Cost Ratio Averaged by Threw

Month Period

II

Ha, ipril TuTy octT
Mar. June Sept. Dec.

1921 114 103 115 130
1922 101 101 108 107
1922 107 102 101 100
1924 111 99 64 70
1925 74 91 97 107
1926 108 114 110 108
1927 118 114 95 94
1928 97 89 101 98
1929 101 111 105 88
1930 64 92 94 86
1931 84 83 106 124

Source:

Calculated froa Table II.

expected correlation. There is the same trend throughout

the period but the minor fluctuations are so numerous that

the relationship could not be definitely established. Be-

ginning in 1924 conditions became acre stable and both pro-

duction and the ratio moved in longer cycles of from thrwa

to nine months. Sorae, however, are for even longer than

nine months, continuing in one case, for as long as eight-

een months but the change was gradual with no great in-

crease occurring.

When the ratio becomes more favorable, in the majority

of cases, it is approximately two months before butter pro-
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auction begins to increase- This is especially true during

the pasture season as the feeding of concentrates is not of

as great importance during the grazing season.

The increases in butter production shows up wars a*sjr-

ly currently in the winter months, when the amounts and

kinds of concentrates fed are of more importance in the

ration of the cows, thus being mors of a faotor in the a-

mount of butter produced.

The mathematical correlation between the index of

Kansas butter production and butterfat price-feed cost

ratio, monthly variations expressed in per cent of average

for that month, gave a correlation of +.207. Considering

that the entire period 1921 to 1931 inclusive was used,

and that during parts of this period other factors were of

Major importance, this was considered to be a relatively

high correlation.

Professor George Montgomery* Agricultural Economics

Department, Kansas State Colle e correlated United States

butter production and the butterfat price-feed cost ratio

from 1922 to 1931 and found a correlation of •317 when the

butterfat price-feed cost ratio was correlated with the

butter production of a period two months later.

The changes in the amount of butter produced are more

abrupt than changes in the butterfat price-feed cost ratio,

that is, the greatest amount of the increase or decrease
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for any period usually occurs in the first one or two months

of the period (Figure 2}. Indicating that whan dairymen

realize the comparative advantage of feeding concentrates

they get almost immediate results and the biggest per cent

of the possible increase within a short time. The later

increases may be attributed in part to other factors such

as milking of more cows, cows which would not otherwise ba

milked, and the bringing into production of more heifers

than the normal increase.

The dairy industry in Kansas seams to be one on which

farmers tend to fall back in times of depression. It af-

fords a fairly steady cash income with little in the way of

cash expenditures when carried on in a small way. The only

period since 1924 whan the relationship between butter pro-

duction and the butterfat price-feed cost ratio does not

rather consistently appear is the period beginning around

June 1930 and continuing until Kay 1951. During this per-

iod butter production was increasing almost steadily while

the ratio was becoming less favorable or holding about

uniform. The assumption is that this was due to the in-

creased number of farmers who either began milking a few

cows they had, or who purchased heifers that otherwise

would have gone to market, and began sailing small lots of

butterfat. Ko one farmer would produce any considerable

quantity but with many farmers doing this to supply
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Table IT, Kansas Butter Production Index.
Index of Production Based on

Normal Production for
1921-31

Jan. Apr. July Cct.
Mar. June iiept. Dec.

1921 83 102 98 98
1922 101 98 100 93
192S 107 100 94 101
1924 104 103 107 103
1925 9o 96 106 117
i»«6 105 104 105 108
1927 112 98 94 86
1928 102 96 106 90
1929 99 106 106 92
1930 85 90 88 101
1931 104 104 93 108

Souroe

:

Calculated from Table V.

selves with a small steady cash income it could easily be

enough of a factor to show up in the total quantity of

butter produced.

C0MPAF.IS0H OF MILK PRODUCTIOH PER COW IH KAUSAS TO

BPTTERFAT PRICS-FE8D COST RATIO

Increases in production often are quite large in com-

paratively short periods of time. To determine whether in-

creases were due to higher production per cow or due to the

milking of more cows the following comparisons were made.

Data for studying increase in number of cows were not a-
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callable so an attempt was made to establish the relation-**

ship between the ratio and milk production par oow.

Figures were available of the production pfti cow on

the first day of eaoh month sinoe 1925, These averages

taken from a large number of farms should show a relation

to the ratio if the farmers as a group give any attention to

the relative position of milk prices and feed costs.

It was difficult to establish any relationship using

actual production figures because the normal trend of pro-

duction has shown such a rapid increase ever since these

production figures have been secured. Charting eaoh month

with the same month a year later the production lines in

early all eases showed an increase. This fact can be at*

tributed to a number of influences but are outside of the

scope of this thesis.

Because the normal Increase seemed to overshadow the

minor fluctuations the normal trend of production per cow

was determined for the period 1925 to 19wl, t:.en the aetual

milk production per cow for eaoh month was expressed in per

cent of the expected or normal production. This gave a

figure more nearly representative of ohanges due to season-

al factors. These milk production figures showed sore

seasonal variations than did the butter production figures.

That is, they seemed to be affected more by factors, suoh

as pasture conditions. At any rate, even with the normal
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trend accounted for, most years showed the highest seasonal

production during the pasture months.

The tendency of the milk production per cow to follow

the ratio curve exists but not to tLs degree that is true

of butter production.

The farmers reporting these production figures are

probably the better dairymen and a large per oent of them

are engaged in selling whole milk. Because of this fact,

t eir monthly production does not vary as much as is true

of those farmers selling butterfat.

The average milk production par cow, expressed in per

cent of the normal trend of production was correlated with

3 monthly index of the buttarfat price-feed cost ratio.

When the ratio figures eere correlated with the production

one month later, a relatively high correlation was obtained,

correlation was found to be +.406.

These figures on milk production par cow per day were

oompared with the ratio in three different forms. The

aotual production figures were ooapared with the ratio.

The production per cow in per cent of the average of the

seven year period (Figure 3), and production per cow in per

cent of normal (figure 4). The actual in p.r cent of the

normal showed mu • highest correlation. Having the

normal increase accounted for it remains that variations

ere due to other factors. The production figures are much
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more variable than the ratio figures but tha major trends

are the sane. The greatest relationship appeared when the

ratio was compared with the production a month to a month

and a half later (Figure 5), There are, of course, the

seasonal high points of production but even these do not

s^oil the relationship shown to the ratio curve.

It was suggested that there might be a lag of six

months or there abouts in the production as compared to the

ratio. This correlation was attempted, but although there

latMB to be some relationship, apparent in the longer trends

it does not show nearly the marked relationship found with

the ratio compared to the production one month later.

Comparing the ratio with the production per cow one

month later a table was made noting the number of times the

production and the ratio moved up together, the number of

times they moved down together, the number of times ratio

went up and production down, and the number of times ratio

moved down and production psr cow was up. The results of

this study were as follows:

Index up Index down
Up together Down together Production reduction

_______mmmmmm
down up

21 16 14

In a total of 64 months, 54 times a positive relationship

was shown or 64.2 per cent of the time the production fol-

lowed the trend of the ratio.
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COMPARISON OF BUTTERFAT PRICE TO TEE BUTT

PRICE-FKED COST RATIO

In comparing the butterfat price-feed cost ratio with

Kansas butterfat prices it is recognized that the ratio is

being compared with a factor which is itself a part of the

ratio. Eowevur, since the ratio was computed from butter-

fat prices for the entire United States, and since a tins

element was introduced the comparison may be justified.

These figures were graphed using scales that would

make them as nearly comparable as possible. T. e relation

in this case as might be expected is an inverse one. The

supposition being that a more favorable feed ratio would

increase production and bring about a resultant lo?;3r

price. The period 1920 to 1952 was used in this comparison

and a very satisfactory relationship appears. There are

short periods when these factors appear to be working in

opposition to each other, but if time permitted, the over-

shadowing factor or factors could probably be determined.

Beginning in the spring of 1920 butterfat price began

a downward movement from a high of 69 cents a pound in

March to a low of 25 cents a pound in Lay 1921. The trend

of the ratio during this period was upward or becoming

more favorable.

In the fall of 1922 price advanced sharply from 28



cents in August to 52 cents in December. This advance in

price was not preceded by any appreciable change in the

ratio. Production fell off very Markedly in the summer and

fall of 1922 which probably accounts in part for this in-

crease in price.

From 1922 the inverse relationship existing between

these two factors is very marked with the changes in the

price coming about two to two and a half months after the

ratio changes. The last half of the years 1929 and 1930

are rather out of line but prices in general were declining

very rapidly during this psriod, and butterfat prices see**

ed to keep ahead of feed prices by a large margin.

The period during which the country was most nearly on

a stable or normal basis, 1924 to 1929, has throughout this

study shown the highest relationship indicating that in

times of readjustment as in the post war period, 1919 to

1923, or in times of changing business conditions as this

country and others have experienced since the middle of

1929, the factors which normally have the greatest effect

on the farmers plans or methods of procedure are replaced

by a more artificial factor, or factors outside of the

farmer's immediate control.

There seems to be no long time cycle in the production

of dairy products as have been determined in the case of

hogs, cattle and other livestock. In the ease of butterfat
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price, tbere is a distinct nal trend but this corres-

ponds to the trend of the ratio (Figure 6) . Changes in

butterfat price-feed cost ratio are followed by ehanr

in butterfat price about tiro to two and a half months later.

At times, there rs to be a lag of as xauc thres

months, but these w twelve year pariod

studied.

In this connection, an attempt was made to dotermina

if the relationship would appear to a greater degree if the

butterfat prioe was eorr: irectly sitl- t'.e number of

unds of fsed a pound of br.ttarfat would buy rather than

the relative position of the ratio based on an average of

the period being used. This was worked out for only a few

years and as the relationship was | good as when the

index figures were used, it was not developed further.

The price of standard or 90 r at Chicago

was charted with the ratio (Figure 7). Here again, ths

major trends were the sv t the. rioes did not

show the correlation to the ratio which was found in ths

Kansas butterfat price. In the case of Chicago butter

price, the lag was found to be somewhat longer than was

true of the butterfat prioe. These butter prices show a

distinct lag of from t:.ree to four months, whereas the Kan-

sas butterfat prices showed only a two to two and one-half

month lag behind tbe ratio.
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Comparing the ratio with the Kansas butterfat prioe

two months later, the following results were obtained:

Up together Down together Ratio up Ratio down

______________ pr ce down price up

24 20 51 37

Out of the total of 142 months an inverse relationship

was shown 62 per cent of the time.

This is not a complete indication of the correlation

existing because often the trend is broken one month by

some other factor which gives a direct correlation rather

than an inverse one.

MBUff

It has baen evident throughout this study that pro**

ducers do give considerable attention to the relationship

existing between buttarfat price and the price of concen-

trates.

The most consistent relationship appeared in the but-

ter production study indicating that the producers of but-

terfat in Kansas vary their production according to the

relative margin of profit.

Those producers with a whole milk trade apparently

pay less attention to the relative prioe of feed, presum-

ably because of the need of a more nearly stable production

to supply their trade.
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It takes about one and one-half to two months before

inges in the buttcrfat price feed oost ratio ehow up ia

tfes production cf butter.

In the ease of milk produeed per cow, the influence is

shown in about one month to six weeks.

Price changes are even more tardy ia responding to

changes in the ratio, usually occurring about two to two

and a half months later with occasionally as much as three

months lag.

The correlation between production and the ratio is

mucn higher during the months when pasture is not available.
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